Migration
as a Service

Fixed Price & Guaranteed Outcome
Migrations are difficult
Migrations are difficult. We get that. That is why Xillio
offers this as a service with guaranteed outcome. You
can sit back and relax and watch it all happen. There
are no caveats here. We know there are exceptions,
that is what our tooling is built to handle.

Why we can do it
Fifteen years of experience with various types of

Growing need for content migrations
The content application and repositories landscape is
still growing and year after year becoming more
diverse. Add to that the massive adoption of cloud
content applications and there you have a growing
need for content migrations from legacy repositories to
new ones.

www.xillio.com

migrations has led to an efficient, controllable
standardized approach and migration tooling.
Our tooling is flexible and specifically built for
migrations and handling the exceptions that will always
occur. Of course, we do need some input from you.
But no matter what your requirements on business
rules are, we will make it work. Just let us know what
you want.

sales@xillio.com
+31 35 622 95 45

‘Xillio will take care of the project. You can sit
back and relax.’

Capabilities

Benefits

 igh speed out of the box connectors
H
Deep content and data analysis to set up the 		
business rules
Flexible setup for creation of business rules
Restructuring, mapping and enrichment
capabilities
De-duplication and text analysis
Extensive reporting on transformation rules,
migration results and content integrity

 ssign and Forget - Xillio will take care of the
A
project. You can sit back and watch it all happen
We do it all - virtually any source and any
destination supported, including file shares
	
Compliant and risk free – detailed migration audit
trail and content integrity reporting
	
Flexible delivery - migration team always
available
	
Clear approach - Upfront insights in necessary
client input

Extract

Analyse

Transform

Set up software, configure
and run extraction

Analyse content/data and
provide insights by reports
and visualisations. Define
migration strategy/plan

Set up and validate
business rules
and create
transformation logic

Extraction reports

Analysis and insights
reports

Transformation reports

Overview of Migration as a Service approach, including activities and output documents.

Xillio is an international specialist in the field of content migration and integration. We help
organizations worldwide to solve the challenges they face with their fragmented content repositories.
Xillio headquarters is based in The Netherlands. For more information, see www.xillio.com.
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